
Top 5 growth opportunities for IT

companies in 2022 and beyond

COVID-19 has impacted how  60% of IT leaders

approach change management and accelerate

automation in their organizations. To innovate,

grow, and succeed in the post-pandemic era, they

must consider five key growth opportunities. >>

Technology assessment as a catalyst to

innovation

To gain a competitive edge, companies and

governments globally rely heavily on innovation.

Performing a technology assessment can reveal

your organization's technological position and

identify opportunities to enhance your innovation

strategy. >>

Most SMEs see a bright future thanks to

tech opportunities

The last year and a half clearly demonstrated that

going digital is essential for success. Here's why

92% of SMEs feel that they have the right

strategies to overcome short-term hurdles and

grow in the next 3 years. >>

[CASE STUDY] Engaging high-value

customers with insight-driven lead

generation >>

[CASE STUDY] Decoding potential of

smart connectivity solutions with

technology assessment >>
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2022 is at the doorstep. The most significant disruption of our time- COVID-19 - first

came knocking two years ago. A key takeaway from this (ongoing) consequential event:

Today’s successful IT companies prioritize people and experiences over technology and

profitability. So much so that experience-driven IT companies grow 6X faster than their

product-centric counterparts.

Will this strategy determine your post-pandemic growth? This edition of The View

identifies the top five post-pandemic growth opportunities for the IT industry. Also, learn

how the world’s top 15 IT have fared amid the pandemic-driven digital transformation.

Look forward, win big

   

Are you prepared to navigate disruptive threats and stay competitive in the

post-pandemic era? Find out how our technology and innovation research

solutions can help.

   

Through the lens of industry experts

“Companies that are heavily investing in their digital roadmap, whether it is adopting

the cloud or liberating intelligence or automating and embracing risk, will be leaders in

the future marketplace.”

- Raman Venkatraman, Global Head, HiTech & Professional Services Industry Unit, TCS

   

Not to be missed

   

Other recent stories

How will 5G Edge impact enterprises in the coming years? Read now

Accelerate digital transformation with Low Code/No Code Read now

Benefits of conducting a technological competitive analysis Read now

   

Subscribe to our newsletter

   

Netscribes helps technology firms stay ahead with research and insight-driven

marketing solutions. To schedule a consultation, contact us.
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